
A REVIEW OF THE MOVIE THE SHINING

Stanley Kubrick's cold and frightening "The Shining" challenges us to decide: Who is the reliable observer? Whose idea
of events can we trust?.

But the place is drenched in the memory of a violent past, and the horror and trauma rise inexorably to the
surface. Jack Nicholson and Shelley Duvall play Danny's parents, Jack and Wendy, who have the live-in job
of caretaking a gigantic resort hotel while it is closed for the winter. Danny: Is he reliable? And this is before
he sees the strange little girls. The second time I watched it, more flaws jumped at me. Whose idea of events
can we trust? Implied oral sex in a sequence of nightmarish imagery. It looks like an abandoned city, or the
state rooms of the Titanic, miraculously undamaged at the bottom of the ocean. Kubrick, akin to his trippy
treatment of the sci-fi genre, was elevating horror to a different plane, removing its camp wiggeries and
bogeymen to infuriate and bedazzle with sinewy suggestion and sumptuous, awe-inspiring technique. Was this
review helpful? Indeed, he had a mantra he exhorted to all concerned actors and journalists alike , it's a quote
from H. Deeply scary and strange. The acting was just sufficient, nothing extraordinary. The final shot of
Torrance trapped inside a photograph of the ballroom in hints at his destiny: he has become one with The
Overlook â€” as he always was death, you see, is never the end. After all that work, hardly anyone even
criticized my performance in it, even to mention it, it seemed like. Was it absorbed into the past, and does that
explain Jack's presence in that final photograph of a group of hotel partygoers in ? Was that "perfectionism,"
or was it a mind game designed to convince the actors they were trapped in the hotel with another madman,
their director? His son escapes, and Jack, already wounded by a baseball bat, staggers, falls and is seen the
next day, dead, his face frozen into a ghastly grin. Tweet Stanley Kubrick's cold and frightening "The Shining"
challenges us to decide: Who is the reliable observer? Positive Messages No real positive messages in this
classic horror movie. Along with writer's block and the demons of the hotel haunting him, Jack has a complete
mental breakdown and the situation takes a sinister turn for the worse. In a brief conversation before the
family is left alone, Hallorann warns Danny to stay clear of Room , where the violence took place, and he tells
Danny they share the "shining," the psychic gift of reading minds and seeing the past and future. The movie is
not about ghosts but about madness and the energies it sets loose in an isolated situation primed to magnify
them. It's just totally too good. And my character had to cry 12 hours a day, all day long, the last nine months
straight, five or six days a week. Wendy, who is terrified by her enraged husband, perhaps also receives
versions of this psychic output. A masterpiece of psychological horror hanniballe 19 January Stephen King
may have said the master director knew nothing about horror, but that simply is not true. The evil may have
always been there in Jack, The Overlook merely awakened it. Yes, there are events we believe: Jack's
manuscript, Jack locked in the food storage room, Jack escaping, and the famous "Here's Johnny! The Shining
is, without doubt, one of Stanley Kubrick's undisputed masterpieces and a true classic in horror cinema. The
film is an adaptation of Stepehen King's original novel, written in the late '70s, and although the film is not
very loyal to the book, it still stands as a thing of its own. Don't expect a typical horror film, though. It looks
like a Kubrick film, bearing the same relationship to horror as Eyes Wide Shut does to eroticism. Many of us
speak 'on the nose', and do not try to convey subtext through use of carefully chosen words that articulate our
state of being without being direct. As his then secretary recalled, he was stationed in his office with a stack of
recent books, opening them, starting to read, then tbwumpp! It is really more like a recorded nightmare than a
movie. Who is Tony? There are appropriately no words strong enough to convey the haunting beauty of the
visuals showcased throughout the movie, from the drive to the Overlook to the final chase in the hedgemaze
the movie is a feast for the eyes as it is for the mind. We believe Hallorann when he senses Danny has psychic
powers, but it's clear Danny is not their master; as he picks up his father's madness and the story of the
murdered girls, he conflates it into his fears of another attack by Jack. Lovecraft: "In all things that are
mysterious â€” never explain. The Shining doesn't look like a genre film. He is looking up at us from under
lowered brows, in an angle Kubrick uses again and again in his work.


